Introducing the NEW TURF-MAKER

—the most precise grass seeder made

Brillion’s new Turf-Maker is for you — if you want to seed the finest grass seeds and lawn mixtures with miserly accuracy over large areas. It crushes, seeds and rolls in one pass—enables one man to seed up to 50 acres per day without extra help, equipment or seedbed conditioning. Turf-Maker gives you exclusive Micro-Meter adjustment for an infinite range of seed settings — Brillion fluted rolls, the most accurate seeding mechanism known — and the unique reversible sprockets for a dual range of rate settings. The results: Full, thick stands at up to 50% seed savings over conventional methods. It’s the best for sod seeding.

You can order Turf-Maker in 8’ and 10’ seeding widths. Options include transport wheels for both sizes and 3-point Category II pick-up for the 8’ model. Seed better — save more with Brillion. Mail coupon.

LANDSCAPE SEEDERS — 3 sizes for heavy seeding rates — 5’4”, 8’ and 10’. Drawbar and 5’4” and 8’ pick-up models.

SMOOTH ROLLERS — for smoothing humps and winter heaves in established turf. Single and triple gang models, 9’ to 20’ widths.

Your Association Voice

Your voice in your industry can seldom be heard except in unison. Most operators in the vegetation care and control business have sat down at one time or another with a state legislator or congressman and discussed quite frankly regulations and laws which affect their specific industry.

Most lawmakers prove to be good listeners. Another common characteristic is their need to know for whom you speak. Do you represent a group? Or are you an individual who just happens to reside in an area which by geography makes you a member of their constituency. In either case, you get your audience. But do you get a commitment for action? This we believe to be the big advantage of association membership.

Most businesses have associations. This is the norm. The history of associations has been such that competitors have found it advantageous to share market information, sales techniques, production know-how, and collectively try new research. The result has been to upgrade the industry and to win acceptance with the public by generally improving quality whether it be a product or service. And when the association needs legislative action, they can operate as a group, not necessarily as a pressure group, but as a cohesive organization with knowledgeable information presented at the most astute time and to the right people.

We are happy to see the sod growers organize into the American Sod Producers Association. A number of state groups are already organized. But many growers are lagging. The notion seems to persist that organization will encourage new growers and further dilute the sod market. Rather, we feel that the opposite will be the result. Standards which come as a natural result of organization can only upgrade the quality of both service and product. Associations in other areas have served to alert the public to expect improved quality and higher standards of service. And the public through the years has proved willing to pay the bill for quality.

We congratulate the 40 charter members of the new sod group. And we encourage all growers to join them. Mr. George B. Hammond of Paint Valley Bluegrass Farm, 71 E. State St., Columbus, O., will gladly handle your queries.

WTT can only point to the effectiveness of the associations it already serves as examples of group action. We believe leading sod producers are moving the industry in the right direction. We hope spraymen will shortly follow suit.
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